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REPORT ON A ZOOLOGICAL OOLLEOTION FROM 

BRITISH NEW GUINEA. 

THE following Report deals with certain Reptiles, Batrachians, 
Fishes, and Insects forwarded for identification to the Australian 
Museum by t'lir Willi,1m Macgregor, K.C.M.G., Administrator 
of British New Guinea, who had caused them to be collected in 
the St. ,J oseph's River District; this river flows into the Papuan 
(}ulf opposite to Yule Island, about eighty miles to the north-west 
of Port Moresby, and is said to take its rise in the range which 
culminates to the eastward in Mount Yule. 

PART I. 
RE~PTILES, BATRAOHIANS, AND FISHES. 

By ,T. DOUGLAS OGILBY. 

This portion of the collection contained in all nineteen species, 
helonging to twelve genera; these are divided ,1S follows ;-one 
Emydosaurian (Crocodil7tS); six Lacertilians (Lialis 1, Gonyo
cephalu82, Lygosoma 3); three Ophidians (llforelia 1, Brachysoma 
1, Awnthophis 1) : one Batrachian 4) : and four genera of 
Fishes (Elotris 2, Sala?'icts 1, Plot08U8 : SyngnCtthu8 1). 

Unfortunately all the Fishes and two of the Batrachians were 
too young to be recognizable. 

Full particulars are below :-

REPTILIA. 
EMYDOSA URIA. 

This Order is represented by a single young example of 
Crocodilu8 por08U8, Schn. 

LAOEltTILIA. 

The Lacertilian Reptiles Hre represented by six species, and 
comprise a Lialis, two species of Gonyocephalus, and three of 
Lygo8oma. Of the correct identification of neither species of 
Gonyocephalus am I absolutely certain, but I consider it preferable 
to name them as Lelow, those being the species to which undubitahly 
they are most nearly allied, than to risk a possible multiplication 
of synonyms by describing them as new. In this uncertainty, 
however, I have thought it ndvisable to describe both species in 
detail, so HS to afford an opportunity to herpetologists of forming 
their own opinion as to the identity, or otherwise, of the species 
under consideration. The Skinks are also interesting, inasmuch 
as it has been found necessary to describe one new species, while, 
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from an examination of the type specimens, I am enabled to 
restore the earlier name of L. bicarinat~~rn (Macleay) to the 
species described under the name of L. albertisii (Peters & Doria) 
by Mr. Boulenger (Brit. Mus. Cat. (Ed. 2) iii. p. 286), who, 
however, suggested the probable identity of the two forms; it is 
in any case a most variable species, and the two diagnoses quoted 
might well be described as the poles of the species, but leading 
insensibly by numerous intervening grades from the soberly attired 
L. bicarinctturn to the handsomely marked L. albertisii. The species 
described as L. atr'ogulare is noteworthy as having a possibly 
sexual difference in coloration, the adult males (1) being provided 
with a black chin and throat, whi.le the females, (7) and probably 
the young males, have these parts merely spotted. It is somew hat 
remarkable that no less than two of the three Skinks belong to 
the small section of Dumeril and Bibron's genus Liolepisrnct, 
characterized by the presence of four fingers and five toes, and a 
single frontoparietal followed by a small interparietal, so that 
northern Australia and Papuasia appear to ve the metropolis of 
this section of the genus Lygos01na. In connection with the 
marked variability in this species, I am more than ever inclined 
to believe that L. tetmdactylurn (O'Shaughn.), L. pectora le (De Vis), 
and L. rnaccooeyi (Rms. & Ogl.), are corellati ve varieties of an 
allied species. 

LIALIS BURTONI. 

Lialis bicatenata, Gray, Brit. i1{,us. Cat. Lizards, p. 69 (1845). 

vVhile temporarily accepting Mr. Boulenger's dicturn that the 
various forms of Lialis hitherto described" should be united into 
one species," I may remark that, setting aside the wide differences 
in colour, the equally marked variation in the length and tenuity 
of the snout appears sufficiently important to justify the retention 
of at the least two of Dr. Gray's species. Our New Guinea 
specimen agrees IllOst closely with Mr. Boulenger's "Var. H", 
but it possesses a distinct, though narrow, cream··coloured lateral 
lmnd, extending from the angle of the mouth to the tip of the tail. 

GONYOCEPHALUS MODESTUS. 

Gonyocephalus (Ilypsilurns) lllodestus, llfeyer, Mon. Ber-l. Ac. 
1874, p. 130. 

Snout pointed, equal to, or a little longer than, the diameter of 
the orbit; nostril lateral much closer to the tip of the snout than 
to the eye; canthus rostralis and supraciliary edge acute and 
projecting; tympanum distinct, oval, its greatest diameter as 
large as the eye-opening; interorbital space deeply concave; 
upper head-scales small, keeled, not enlarged on the supraorbital 
region; canthus rostralis and supraciliary edge with a row of 
enlarged, elongate, strongly keeled, raised scales, overlapping 
one another on the inside~ and decreasing posteriorly to the 
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normal size; occipital scale enlarged; most of the lateral scales 
of the head enlarged, smooth; a single enlarged granular scale 
present or absent below the tympanum; eleven or twelve upper, 
and nine or ten lower labials, each row bordered by a series of 
enlarged smooth scales. Gular sac moderate, with no enlarged 
scales in front; gular scales small and granular, very much 
smaller than the ventrals. Nuchal crest formed of five low widely 
separated triangular scales, the anterior one situated above the 
centre of the tympanum, its height about one-fourth of the length 
of the snout; dorsal crest represented by a series of slightly 
enLwged keeled scales; dorsal scales small and keeled, the points 
heing directed upwards and backwards; ventral scales much 
larger, triangular, keeled. Limbs with strongly kE'eled scales of 
unequal size; fourth finger a little longer than the third; the 
adpressed hind limb reaches to the anterior margin of the eye or 
a little further. Tail feebly compressed anteriorily, more strongly 
so posteriorly, the serrated upper ridge not extending beyond the 
anterior third; it is long and tapering; all the caudal scales are 
keeled, and grow larger posteriorly; the lower series the largest, 
longer than broad, those on the front part terminating in a strong 
spine; tail long and tapering, its length from two and two-fifths 
to two and three-fifths of that of the head and body. Colors-Head 
greenish-olive, the forehead, supraciliary ridge, sides of neck and 
upper edge of gular sac dark purplish-brown; lower edge of gular 
sac pale yellow or green, all the intervening space with bands of 
bright yellow and black; enlarged subtympanal scale yellow; 
nuchal region green marbled with purple; nuchal crest pale blue 
or brown; body from shoulder to groin, and upper surface of 
fore limbs, pale green, the latter faintly cross-ba.nded with yellow; 
lower surface greenish-white clouded with pale brown; hind 
limbs above and entire tail purplish-brown, with or without light 
bands. 

From the examination of the five specimens forwarded, the 
above would appear to be the most common coloration, but on 
two of the specimens the general col or is purplish-brown with 
scarcely a trace of green, one of these being entirely without 
cross-bands on the limbs and tail, while on the second these 
markings are much accentuated, forming distinct annuli on the 
tail; in both, however, the coloration of the gular sac and the 
subtympanal scale is constant. 

Total length ... 
Length of head 
Width of hflad 
Length of body 
Length of fore limb ... 
Length of hind limb 
Length of tail 

Inches. 
12·80 

'95 
'56 

2·70 
2·00 
3'25 
9'15 

Millim. 
320 

24 
14 
67 
50 
81 

229 
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The sub tympanal scale is absent in one specimen only, and as 
the gular sac is both much smaller and much less brightly 
colored in the same individual, it is at least possible that these 
may be sexual characters. 

GONYOCEPHALUS DILOPHUS 1 
Lophyrus dilophus, Dum. &: Bibr., Herp. Gen. iv. p. 419, pI. xlvi. 

Snout rather pointed, shorter than the diameter of the orbit; 
nostril lateral, much nearer to the tip of the snout than to the eye; 
canthus rostralis and supraciliary edge projecting; tympanum 
distinct, round, not nearly so large as the eye-opening; upper 
head scales small, keeled, more strongly so on the supraol'hital 
region, along the inner margin of which there is a semicircular 
row of enlarged scales; an oval band of enlarged raised scales on 
the middle of the snout, the keeling of which is radiate; the 
occipital region is bounded on all sides except the anterior by a 
raised ridge; it is arcuate behind, and similar in shape and size 
to the upper surface of the snout, and the enlarged occipital scale 
is situated near its hinder margin; most of the scales between 
the orbit and the tympanum, and an interrupted row round the 
tympanum much enlarged; a row of enlarged keeled scales 
bordering the upper labials; eleven or twelve upper and a similar 
number of lower labials; a row of enlarged scales from the mental 
shield to beyond the angle of the mouth, antel'iorly smooth and 
forming a suture with the first four lower labials, posteriorly 
strongly keeled and separated from those shields by from one to 
four rows of smaller scales. Gular sac Jarge, with five large 
foliate scales in front; gular scales small, much smaller than the 
ventrals, strongly keeled, with a few scattered enlarged ones 
intermixed on the sides. Nuchal cl'est not continuous with the 
dorsal, formed of four large blunt foliaceous scales, with a few 
much smaller and more pointed ones in front, and with several 
rows of enlarged lateral basal scales of unequal size, the anterior 
of which at'e keeled, the posterior smooth; its height is five-ninths 
of the length of the snout; dorsal crest formed of equal sized 
foliaceous scales, similar to, but a little lower than, the nuchal 
crest. Dorsal scales small, strongly keeled, the points being 
directed upwards and, in a lesser degree, backwards; enlarged 
pyramidal scales on the sides, forming irregular vertical series; 
ventral scales much larger than the dorsals, strongly keeled. 
Limbs with keeled scales of unequal size; fourth finger a little 
longer than the third; the adpressed hind limb re'aches beyond 
the. snout. Tail strongly compressed, with an upper series of 
enlarged scales similar, and on its anterior half equal in size, to 
those forming the dorsal crest; all the caudal scales keeled, the 
inferior series largest and elongated, with their keels terminating 
in a stl'ong sharp spine; tail of moderate length, with an abruptly 
truncated tip, once and two-thirds of that of the head and body. 
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Colors-Greenish-oli ve above, the enlarged tubercles lighter than 
the ground color; back, t.ail, and upper surface of the limbs with 
numerous purplish cross-bands; gular snc purple with a lighter 
inferior margin; lower su1'fnce yellow, in some places clouded 
with brown. 

Inches. Millim. 
Totnllength,.. 10'40 260 
Length of head 1'20 30 
Width of head 0·7;) 18 
Length of body 2'70 67 
Length of fore limb.,. 2'22 55 
Length of hind limb 3'98 98 
Length of tail 6 '50 ] 68 

One specimen only is in the collection, and 1 am in consider
able doubt ns to whether I have correctly identified the species. 

LYGOSOMA (Liolepisma) BICARlNATUlVI. 

Heteropus bicarinatus, j}[acleay, Proc, Linn. Soc. N. S. W. 11 

1877, p. 68. 
? Heteropus bicarinatus, Bly" Catal. Liz. (Ed. 2) jij. p. 286. 
Hete1'opus albertisii, Peters &: D07·ia,Ann. MU8, Gen. xiii. 1878, 

p. 362. 
Lygosoma nlbertisii, Blg., loco cit. 

Colors-Upper surface of head uniform brown, the sides 
yellowish profusely ornamented with black spots; back and sides 
brown with numerous darker and lighter spots; tail light reddish
brown with 11 series of transverse black spots superiorly, and a 
few lateral spots, which are more numerous near the base; under 
surface yellow, the tail with a reddish tinge, the chin and throat 
with a few scattered black spots; (L. bicarinaturn.) 

Colors-Upper surface of head brown, with or without a few 
scattered black spots, the sides yellow, clouded with light brown 
or with 11 few spots; back olive-brown with scattered black spots, 
11nd with or without two narrow faint longitudinal light bands; 
sides with two yellow black edged longitudinal bands, separated 
by a broader black or dark brown band, which commences at 
the nostril, and, passing through the orbit, is continuous to the 
very tip of the tail; rest of tail 1:I.S in L. bicarinatum y. under 
surface uniform yellow; (L. alber-tisii). 

Of the ten specimens now before me four belong to the latter 
form and three to the former, while the remaining three, though 
differing considerably inter se, are distinctly intermediate between 
the two described, which may therefore be't1;1ken to be the extreme 
forms of the species; there is not the slightest difference in even 
minutest details of outward structure. 

Sir William Macleay's types, which are now deposited in the 
Museum of the Sydney University, have been personally examined 
and compared with our recent specimens. 
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LYGOSOMA (Liolepisma) ATROGULARE, Sp. novo 

Habit lacertiform and rather robust: the distance between the 
end of the snout and the rore limb is contained from once and one
sixth to once and one-third in male 0), and from once and one
third to once and one-half in female (~) specimens, in the distance 
between the axilla and groin. Snout of moderate length, obtuse. 
Lower eyelid with an undivided transparent disc. Nostril pierced 
in a nasal which is sometimes divided at its postero-superior angle, 
sometimes with a deep groove posteriorly: no supranasals: fronto
nasal much broader than long, hexagonal, forming a broad truncate 
suture with the rostral and a truncate or rounded one with the 
frontal; prefrontals of moderate size, sometimes forming a suture 
with the second upper labial: frontal pentagonal or hexagonal, 
abruptly truncate or concave in front, truncate or angular behind, 
shorter than the frontoparietal, and in contact with the two 
anterior supraoculars: four supraoculars, the two middle ones 
the largest and laterally expanded: seven or eight supraciliaries, * 
the first and the fourth the largest: frontoparietal single, followed 
by a small interparietal: parietals forming a short median suture 
behind the interparietal: a pair of enlarged nuchals and a pair of 
temporals bordering the parietals; fourth and fifth, or fifth and 
sixth, upper labials below the eye, the anterior the larger, the 
posterior separated from the eyelid by a series of small scales. 
Ear opening round, about twice the size of the transparent palpebral 
disc, bordered all round by acute lobules, of which the middle one 
anteriorly is much the largest. Thirty-six to thirty-eight scales 
round the middle of the body, the dorsals quinque- the laterals 
tri-carinate, the ridges being much more marked in young specimens: 
lateral scales smaller than the dorsals or ventrals: marginal pre
anal scales but slightly enlarged: the median series of scales on 
the tail both above and below transversely dilated. The hind 
limb when stretched forward reaches to the axilla or shoulder: 
fingers four, toes five: subdigital lamellre twenty-nine to thirty
four under the fourth toe. Tail from two-thirds to four-fifths 
longer than the head and body. Colors-Head and body dark 
brown, the latter occasionally with some of the scales black edged; 
upper surface of the tail lighter brown, every third or fourth scale 
of the upper median dilated series with a broad black anterior 
and white posterior margin, forming together conspicuous double 
cross bands ; lower half of the sides and under surface of tail pale 
blue; upper surface of limbs similar to the back, lower surface 
salmon color: under surface and sides of the head and the throat 
biack with a strong metallic bluish gloss in the males 0), yellowish
white with a light blue gloss in the females (1), the labials and 

* In one example there are only six supraciliaries, the fourth being 
greatly enlarged, and formed by its fusion with the fifth and sixth. 
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sometimes the throat in the latter with round or longitudinally 
elongate black spots. 

The number of specimens at my disposal is not sufficient to 
warrant an anatomical dissection of two examples, with the view 
of verifying the sex, but judging from aIlftlogy, I consider that 
the black-throated specimens are the adult males. Except where 
special mention is made there is absolutely no difference between 
the two forms. 

The specimens examined measured from three and one-third to 
eight inches. 

In()hes. Millim. 
Total length 7 '40 185 
Length of head... 0'65 16 
Width of head... 0'40 12 
Length of body... 2'10 52'5 
Length of fore limb 0'97 24 
Length of hind limb 1'45 36 
Length of tail ... 4'67 116'5 

The above are the dimensions of an adult male (7). 

LYGOSmIA (Emoa) BAUDlNl. 

Mabouya baudillii, Gray, Cated. p. 95. 

Several speeimens of this Skink are in the collectioll. 

OPHIDIA. 
The Ophidian Heptiles included in the collection are unfortu

nately but few in num bel', four specimens only, belonging to three 
genera having been forwarded; they are, however, of no little 
interest. Of the Carpet Snake (jj;[orelinvnriegnta) there are 
two examples, an adult and a young one, the latter being 
described below, as I do not know of any description of the species 
in this stage: it appears to be the common Python of south-eastern 
New Guinea as there are several specimens in the Macleay 
Museum from Katow. The second species represented consists of 
a fine example of the rare Brnchysoma triste, now, so far as can 
be ascertained, recorded for the first time from New Guinea, and 
interesting as affording another proof of the close alliance between 
the fauna of northern Australia and that at southern New Guinea: 
and lastly of a very handsome Acanthopis which is provisionally 
referred to the species described by Sir Wm. Macleay from New 
Guinea. It has in any case been considered advisable to give a 
detailed description here of this supposed species, and an attempt 
made to point out the differences between what may be called 
the northern and southern forms of this anomalous genus, which 
differences, should they prove constant, would, even though slight, 
suffice to constitute a valid species. The types of A.lcevis, Macleay, 
from Katow, New Guinea, and of A. pra3lonqus, Ramsay, from 



Somerset, Cape York, have been carefully compat'ed with the 
present example and with a series of A. antarctic~!s from New 
South Wales. 

MORELIA v ARJEGATA. 

Brit. 2lfus. Catal. p. 86. 

Scales in from forty-two to series round the middle 
of the body; abdominal from two hundred and sixty-seven 
to two hundred and seventy-one; anal plate single; sub caudal 
plates in two rows from seventy-two to seventy-nine in each, 
body elongate and compressed; head very distinct from the trunk, 
flattened superiorly; tail sharply defined from the 
the upper surface and sides rounded, the lower surface flat, 
prehensile; muzzle short, broad, and obtuse; eye lateral, the 
pupil elliptical and erect. N ostr·il pierced in a large which 
is deeply grooved behind; rostral as high as broad, with a 
oblique pit on either side' three pairs of frontals, the two anterior 
pairs the larger; these there is a longitudinal series of 
three slightly enlarged the last of which is ill contact with 
a pair of small vertical shields, behind which and partially dividing 
them is a third 8hielcl of sil1Jiln.r size which is absent ill tho larger 
example; two pre- and three post-oculars; fi ve supraciliaries; the 
rest of the upper surface and sides of the head covered with 
numerous irregulady-sized and the largest being in 
a series of three 011 each side above the temporal region; the 
smallest between these series; twelve or thirteen upper labials, 
the anterior three pitted, the sixth and seventh entering the eye; 
seventeen lower labials, the six the last four deeply 
pitted, the first pair not forming a suture the quadrangular 
mental, the po:,;terior of which iB not more than one
seventh of the anterior; numerous small elongate, non-imbricate 
scales between the mental and the first abdominal plate. Scales 
on the fore part of the body small and elongate, those on the 
hinder part and tail larger and rhomboidal; the series bordering 
the abdominal plates larger. Rudiments of hind hmb minute, 
scarcely distinguishable from the surrounding scales; two series 
of scales between the vent and the first pair of su bcaudal plates. 
Colors-N asal shields, front part of anterior frontals, and rostral 
ridge violet; inner margin of the two posterior pairs of frontals ; 
a median band from thence broadening out behind so as to cover 
the three vertical shields; three bands, the outer two originating 
at the antero-superior angle of the orbit, and joining the trans
verse occipital band, the middle one narrower and not extending 
so far back; a band from the nasal shield, through the eye, skirting 
the upper labials, and curving round behind the temporal region 
to meet the corresponding band on the occiput, rich purplish-brown; 
an elongate median and two shorter lateral spots of the same color 
on the neck; second, third, fourth, and seventh upper, and the 



eleventh to thirteenth" lower labials with a brown spot; rest of 
the head brown above, pale yellow beneath, as is also the ground 
color of the body and tail; body with sixty-two irregular and 
greatly interrupted transverse dark-brown bands, twice or thrice 
as broad as the interspaces, and frequently broken up into large 
irregularly shaped spots; abdominal shields ornamented with 
scattered small paler brown "pots, which become more accentuated 
posteriorly; tail with sixteen much more regular transverse bands 
and the sub-caudal plates with a narrow sutural dark-brown band. 

The larger specimen of the two examined is a rather roughly 
prepared skin measuring four feet ten inches, of which the tail is 
about ten inches; the smaller specimen measures twenty-two 
inches, the tail being slightly over three inches. 

BRACHYSOMA TRISTK 

Glyphodon tristis, Gnth. Brit. l1b~s, Galal. Golub1'. Snakes, p. 
211 (1858). 

Scales in sevonteen series; abdominal plates one hundred and 
seventy-one to one hundred and seventy-nine; anal plate doublo; 
su b-caudal plates in two rows, forty-five to fifty-two ill each. 
Body moderately elongate and cylindrical; head small, depressed, 
scarcely diRtilH~t from tl'fl 11I~"k; Lnil uf: moderate length, slightly 
compressed especially posteriorly, and terminating in an elongate 
blunt pointed scale; muzzle short, broad, and obtuse; eye very 
small, looking outward a,nd partially upward, the pupil round. 
Nostril pierced between two nasals, the posterior small; rostra] 
more than twice as broad as high, rounded or very obtusely angular 
above; anterior hontals small, posterior large, sharply bent 
downward on the side of the head so as to form a broad suture 
with the second upper labial, and thus replace the loreal; vertical 
hexagonal, one third longer than broad, obtusely angular anteriorly 

. and rather less than rectangular posteriorly, the lateral margins 
very slightly convergent; occipitals much longer than tllll vertical 
and equally, or less, broad, their length twice their breadth, 
angular behind; a rather small supraciliary; a single preocular 
entering the upper half of the eye only, the lower half being 
m:uginec1 by the large third upper labial; two small, equal-sized 
postoculars; four series of temporal shields, the anterior pair Dot 
much larger than the others, the upper in contact with both post
oculars, the lower partially dividing the two posterior upper 
labia Is ; six upper labials, the third and fourth entering thA eye; 
six lower labials, the first forming a broad suture behind the tri
angular mental; two pa,irs or elongated chin shields. Golors
Upper surface of head brown, the sides with a tinge of chestnut, 
especially on the anterior temporal region; sometimes with a 
broad light brown collar behind the occipitals; lower surface pale 
brown, gradually shading into the dirty yellow of the abdominal 
region; dorsa;! scales nearly black, all the scales with a harrow 



brownish-yellow edging, becoming more prominent posteriorly, 
and giving the appearance of oblique duplicate cross-bands; lateral 
scales black with a broad white margin; abdominal and sub
caudal scales with a black spot on the outer margin. 

The single specimen sent by Sir \V m. Macgregor, measures 
twenty-six and a half inches, of which the head measures three
fifths of an inch-to the posterior angle of the occipital shield-
and the tail three and nine-tenths inches, or about fi ve and three
fourths of the length of the head and body together. A second 
example from Somerset, Cape York, in the collection of the 
Australian Museum, to which it was presented by WaIter Powell 
Esq., differs in no respect whatever from the specimen described 
above, except in the comparatively longer tail, which is five and 
two-fifths in the length of the head and body. 

The ascertained range of this seemingly uncommon species is 
North-eastern Australia, (Giinther, fide M acgillivmy), Cape York, 
(Rarnsay, .fide Powell), and St. Joseph's River, British New 
Guinea (JVIacgregor). 

It should be noted that in the specimen described which has 
been little more than a month in spirits, there is no trace of the 
"broad, lighter, brownish collar" mentioned by Drs. Giinther and 
Ramsay, unless the faint chestnut tinge on the anterior temporals 
is to be taken as an indication of it; also that it is a very hand
some snake, and certainly doe3 not merit its specific name. 

The only points worth noting in Dr. Glinther's original descrip
tion are that in neither of the specimens now examined does the 
posterior frontal form a suture with two upper labials, nor are the 
lateral margins of the vertical shields" much convergent." 

Since writing the above I have discovered in the Museum 
Collection a third specimen forwarded by the Rev. S. Macfarlane 
from South-east Cape, New Guinea, and measuring about thirty
one inches. 

ACAN'I'IIOPHrs. 

The principal differences which I can discern between Sir Wm. 
Mac!eay's A. laJVis, and the common Australian Death Adder lie 
(1) in the slightly weaker caI"ination of the dorsal scales in the 
former, a character which however is plainly visible at least as fat' 
as the middle of the back, both in the single specimen forwarded 
by Sir William Macgregor, and since returned to him, and the 
type specimen now deposited in the Museum of the Sydney 
University; (2) in the much more prominent suborbital shield; 
(3) in the smaller number 113-117) of abdominal plates; and 
(40) in the less robust habit of the northern form. It is stated 
by Mr. Gerard Kreftt in his diagnosis of the genus that the 
nostrils are pierced" between two shields," but in the examination 
of several specimens belonging to the three described forms I can 
find but one large nasal shield on each side, near the centre of 
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which the nostril is pierced, and which is grooved both below and 
behind the nostril, while similarly in all there are one pre- and 
two post-oculars, and the eye is separated from the upper labials 
by two well-developed scales. There is however one difference of 
importance which leads me to consider the Death Adder of northern 
Australia as specifically separable from the southern Australian 
form and from that of New Guinea, namely, the diversity in the 
shape of the pupil, which is erect and elliptical in A. contcm'cticus, 
and A. lcevis, but round in A. prcelongL"s. In all other respects the 
three forms differ but slightly. 

ACANTHOPHIS LLEVIS. 

Acanthophis lmvis, jl;[c~cleay, Proc.Linn. Soc. N.S. Wctlcs, ii. p. 
40 (1877). 

Scales in twenty-one series; abdominal plates from one-hundred 
and thirteen to one-hundred and seventeen; anal plate entire; 
sub-caudal plates forty-eight to fifty, sometimes all entire, some
times a part divided. Body short and but moderately robust, 
thus giving it a rather elongate appearance as compared with A. 
anta1'ct'icU8; head broad, very distinct from the trunk; tail distinct 
from body, compressed into a blunt keel above, and terminating 1Il 

a curved spur-like scale, whieh is bent upwards; muzzle short, broad, 
and obtuse; eye small, lateral, the pu pil elliptical and erect. Nostril 
pierced in asingle large nasal, which extends so far backwards as, in 
conjunction with the posterior frontal, to replace the 10real shield; 
rostral about three times as broad as high, rounded behind and 
extending well on to the upper surface of the head; anterior and 
posterior frontals well developed, and sub-equal in size; vertical 
shield large, the anterior facies obtusely angular, the posterior 
broadly rounded, the lateral margins parallel, or with a slight, 
scarcely perceptible, convergence; oecipitals a little longer than 
the vertical, and very much broader; supraciliary large, about 
equal in size to the vertieal, the outer margin prominent and erect; 
a single large preocular; two postoculars, the upper somewhat 
the larger; two or three enlarged scales between the eye and the 
upper labials; temporal shields in three series, the lower one of 
the first pair very large, and completely separating the two 
posterior upper- labials, six upper labials, the third and fifth the 
largest, the third and fourth beneath the eye; eight lower labials 
the first forming a broad suture behind the triangular mental, the 
second and last much smaller than the others; the fourth the 
largest; two pairs of elongate chin-shields; a large lateral shield 
bordering the fourth and fifth lower labials. Scales of the head 
rugose; about ten median series of dorsal scales unacarinate, the 
carinations extending even so far as the root of the tail, but grow
ing faint posteriorly. Colors-Ashy-gray above, white below; 
some of the upper head-shields washed with· chestnut; anterior 
upper labials closely mottled with black, white, and ash; the two 
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posterior upper labials, the enlarged temporal, all the lower labials, 
the mental, the chin shields, and the margino-Iabial shields beneath 
white, each with a large black spot; most of the small scale-like 
shields between the chin-shields and the abdominal plates with a 
small round dark spot; upper surface with thirty-four transverse 
rows of black spots, each row preceded by a narrow chestnut 
band, this color predominating on the tail, which bears eight rows 
of the thirty-four; the outer 1'0'''; of scales on each side black with 
a narrow white margin; abdominal and sub caudal plates with 
numerous brown blotches; posterior third of tail bright yellow. 

BATRACHIA. 
Examples of four species of Tree Frogs are included in this section 

of the collection, but unfortunately all the specimens of two of 
these are so small, and so much shrivelled that I have found it 
impossible to determine their identity with any of the species in 
the latest British Museum Catalogue. One of the remaining 
species is described as new under the name of Hyla, macgregori. 

HYLA DOLICHOPSIS. 

Oalamita dolichopsis, Cupe, Joum. Acad. Phi/Cbd. (2) vi. p. 20,1 
(1867). 

There are a few specimens of this fine Frog in the collection. 

H YLA MACGREGORI, sp. novo 

Tongue subcordiform, slightly free behind. Vomerine teeth 
in two small oval oblique patches, behind the level of the choan:£. 
Head small, as broad as long; snout rounded, slightly longer than 
the diameter of the orbit; canthus rostralis distinct; loreal region 
nearly vertical, not concave; interorbital space as broad as the 
upper eyelid; tympanum rather indistinct, half the diameter of 
the eye; a distinct fold across the chest between the fore limbs. 
Outer fingers about one-third webLed, the others not so much; no 
projecting rudiment of pollex; toes nearly entirely webbed; disks 
of fingers equal in size to the tympanum, much larg'erthan those 
of the toes; subarticular tubercles small. The hind limb being 
carried forward along the body, the tibio-tarsal articula,tion reaches 
the tip of the snout. Skin smooth, finely granulate on the belly 
and under surface of the thighs. Colors-Variable, those of the 
two extreme forms being as follows: (a) upper surface of head 
and body dark brown, the former with small yellow spots, the 
latter with three broad yellow longitudinal bands; the median 
band commences generally between the eyes, but is sometimes 
produced forwards to the tip of the snout, and terminates on the 
rump; the lateral bands are broader, commence at the postero
superior angle of the orbit, and terminate abruptly at a point 
beyond the middle of the sides; a row of yellow spots between 
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the bands present or absent; sometimes a well-marked cross··band 
on the rump; sides. dark brown with yellow spots; upper surface 
of limbs lighter brown with yellow spots, sometimes of moderate 
size and scattered, but more commonly in small freckles; lower 
parts creamy white. The yellow markings are frequently replaced 
by white; (b) general color much lighter brown, the yellow or white 
spots or bands being replaced by pale brown or dirty white; other
wise as in var. a. In some young examples the upper parts are 
so profusely blotched with white as to almost entirely hide the 
dark ground color, but as a rule the pattern of coloration as given 
in the description of var. (~ is not materially departed from. 

This Tree Frog appears to be common in the St. J oseph's River 
district, since no less than twenty-six specimens were sent down 
by Sir vVm. Macgregor, to whom I have much pleasure in dedi
cating this handsorne species. The largest example measures 30 
mm. from snout to vent. 

PISCES. 
I regret to say that of the ten specimens forwarded all are 

either too young, or in two bad a condition to admit of accurate 
specific identification; they belong however to the following 
genera; 

ELEOTRIS, sp. 
Two examples of what may possibly be the young or Eleot1'1:s 

porocephalus, C. V. 

ELEOTRIS, sp. 
A single very young specimen. 

SALAR.JAS, sp. 
A single very young specimen. 

PLOTOSUS, sp. 
FiYe specimens, the largest of which is little more than one inch 

in length; they are in all probability the young of P. canius, 
Ham. Buch. 

SYNGNATHUS, sp. 

One example, which is perhaps the young of S. spicifer, Rupp.* 

* Owing to my non-reception of a second proof of my paper on a new 
Tetrodon (see page 81) the error in the foot-note has been overlooked: 
my meaning would be better shown thus-read after" dorsal fin," which 
is equal to the distance between that point and the termination 6f the dm'sal 
fin." The lapsus calanti in the first line of the description, viz. the substi
tution of "of" for" in" must be apparent to all. 
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ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA. 

LINE 
1. 
1. 

30. 
1. 
1. 

32. 
33. 
36. 
30. 
20. 
42. 
10. 
17. 
17. 
36. 
38. 

6. 
23. 
24. 
6. 

30. 
30. 

----'0'----
Omit" Re-." 
For "an" read Ha new." 
Omit foot-note * 
For " 44" read " 48." 
Omit "Re-." 
For H an" read H a new." 
Omit foot-note. 
Foot-note t for" 1877" read" 1887." 
For" milee" read" miles." 
For" viverinns " read" viverrinus." 
For" Lymnodynastes" read" Linmodynastes." 
For" Barwon " read" Barron." 
For "nalabatus" read" ualabatus." 
For" Seenorepus " read" Scenopoous." 
Omit" Ptilotis" and substitute " 
For" epioletus " read" epicletus." 
For" Agavista" read" Agarista." 
For" Gonyodactylus" read ., Gonyocephalus." 
For" Myxophies " read" Mixophyes." 
Omit foot-note. 
Omit foot-note. 
Omit foot-note. 
For" Lueodore" read" Leucodore." 
Add" 4" after" Ser." 
For" moveable" read" movable." 
Add" 4 " after" Ser." 
For" macroscopic" read" microscopic." 
For" mising" read" mosing." 

5. For" cresentic" read" crescentic;" 
For" (155)" read ., (15'5)," 2. 

23. 
23. 

:For " of the total" read" in the total." 
For" four-sevenths of" read" four-sevenths in." 
Omit" and is" in foot-note. 

8. For" artica" read "arctica." 
19. Add" Herd." after "viridis." 
6. Omit"," before" ovum." 

40. For" subtymppanal" read" subtympanal." 
"41. For" mmch " read" much." 
18. For" this" read" thus." 
30. For" percepttble" read" perceptible." 

PI. xi. 

2. For" Madroporacere" read" Madreporacere." 
8. For" crenenchyma" read" coonenchyma." 
The figures are reversed. 

" xxi. (Explanation) For" Microcystina" read" Microcystis." 

Note" DOTICUS ,PESTILENS : A correction.-From a communication kindly 
forwarded by Mr. F. P. Pascoe, it appears that the genus for which I 
adopted the MS. name Metodoticus (see p. 75), has been described under 
the name Doticus (Ann. Mag. Nat. Rist. ix. p. 27, 1882). The Victorian 
Apple-pest should, therefore, be known as Doticus pestilens, instead of 
Metadoticus pestilens, as at first suggested. A figure of the insect, and 
some account of its life-history, are contained in Mr. French's recently 
published' Handbook of the Destructive Insects of Victoria,'-A. S. 0." 
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